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Subependymal giant cell astrocytoma is a benign brain tumor mostly associated with tuberous sclerosis
complex. However, it may be misinterpreted as other high-grade brain tumors due to the presence of large tumor
cells with conspicuous pleomorphism and occasional atypical features, such as tumor necrosis and endothelial
proliferation. In this study, we first investigated thyroid transcription factor-1 (TTF-1) expression in a large series
of subependymal giant cell astrocytomas and other histologic and locational mimics to validate the diagnostic
utility of this marker. We then examined TTF-1 expression in non-neoplastic brain tissue to determine the cell
origin of subependymal giant cell astrocytoma. Twenty-four subependymal giant cell astrocytoma specimens
were subjected to tissue microarray construction. For comparison, a selection of tumors, including histologic
mimics (21 gemistocytic astrocytomas and 24 gangliogliomas), tumors predominantly occurring at the
ventricular system (50 ependymomas, 19 neurocytomas, and 7 subependymomas), and 134 astrocytomas
(3 pleomorphic xanthoastrocytomas, 45 diffuse astrocytomas, 46 anaplastic astrocytomas, and 40 glioblasto-
mas) were used. Immunohistochemical stain for TTF-1 was positive in all 24 subependymal giant cell
astrocytomas, whereas negative in all astrocytomas, gangliogliomas, ependymomas, and subependymomas.
Neurocytomas were positive for TTF-1 in 4/19 (21%) of cases using clone 8G7G3/1 and in 9/19 (47%) of cases
using clone SPT24. In the three fetal brains that we examined, TTF-1 expression was seen in the medial
ganglionic eminence, a transient fetal structure between the caudate nucleus and the thalami. There was no
BRAFV600E mutation identified by direct sequencing in the 20 subependymal giant cell astrocytomas that we
studied. In conclusion, TTF-1 is a useful marker in distinguishing subependymal giant cell astrocytoma from its
mimics. Expression of TTF-1 in the fetal medial ganglionic eminence indicates that subependymal giant cell
astrocytoma may originate from the progenitor cells in this region.
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Subependymal giant cell astrocytoma is a benign
brain tumor most commonly associated with familial
syndrome of tuberous sclerosis complex, which is
characterized by germline mutation of TSC1 or TSC2

gene. Non-syndromic tumor is rare, but has been
reported in up to 60% of cases in a surgical series.1
The tumor most commonly occurs in the first two
decades of life and typically arises from the
caudothalamic groove adjacent to the foramen of
Monro.2,3 Making the correct diagnosis of subepen-
dymal giant cell astrocytoma is highly relevant
because it is one of the major diagnostic criteria for
tuberous sclerosis complex.4 In addition, due to its
slowly growing nature, patients with subependymal
giant cell astrocytoma are precluded from further
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aggressive treatment such as chemo- and radio-
therapy, which are often applied to patients with
higher-grade gliomas. Finally, patients with
subependymal giant cell astrocytoma may benefit
from specific targeted therapies such as mammalian
target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors.5 Pathological
diagnosis of subependymal giant cell astrocytoma is
usually straightforward when the patient presents
with typical clinical and radiological features.
However, morphologically, due to the presence of
large epithelioid to spindle tumor cells with con-
spicuous pleomorphism and occasional presence of
atypical features, such as tumor necrosis and
endothelial proliferation, subependymal giant cell
astrocytoma may potentially be misinterpreted as
other higher-grade brain tumors, especially for
surgical pathologists inexperienced in brain tumor
diagnosis.1,6,7

Immunohistochemically, subependymal giant cell
astrocytoma frequently shows co-expression of
glial and neuronal markers. However, the staining
consistency of these markers varies in different
studies and most of them stain in a patchy and focal
fashion.1,8–13 Furthermore, these markers are not
specific for subependymal giant cell astrocytoma and
can be expressed in a variety of brain tumors.
Therefore, most of the glial and neuronal
markers have a limited role in pathological
diagnosis. Recently, diffuse nuclear expression of
thyroid transcription factor-1 (TTF-1) has been
reported in two small series of subependymal giant
cell astrocytomas and may serve as an ancillary
marker.14,15 However, the case number of
these two studies was small and comparison with
other glial and glioneuronal tumors was not
available.

The BRAFV600E mutation has been reported in
several low-grade pediatric glioneuronal tumors,
such as pleomorphic xanthoastrocytomas, ganglio-
gliomas, and dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial
tumors, and its association with activation of mTOR
signaling pathway in these tumors has been
documented.16–18 Interestingly, the BRAFV600E muta-
tion has also been reported in 1 out of 3 and 6 out of
14 subependymal giant cell astrocytomas in two
recent studies.16,19

In the current study, we investigated TTF-1
expression by immunohistochemistry in a large
series of subependymal giant cell astrocytomas as
well as a collection of histologic and locational
mimics to validate its utility as a diagnostic marker.
Moreover, we examined TTF-1 expression in
non-neoplastic fetal and adult brain tissues. Combin-
ing the radiological findings, we attempted to
determine the cell origin of subependymal giant cell
astrocytoma. The mutation status of the BRAF gene
in our series of subependymal giant cell astrocyto-
mas was also studied.

Materials and methods

Case Selection and Pathological Review

This study was approved by the institutional review
board of Taipei Veterans General Hospital (VGHIRB
No.:2015-06-006BC). A total of 22 subependymal
giant cell astrocytoma patients who underwent
craniotomy and tumor removal were identified from
the medical records of Taipei Veterans General
Hospital during the period of 1995 to 2013. Among
them, four patients had two operations. Clinical
information, including age, gender, and status of
tuberous sclerosis complex was obtained from the
medical charts. Nineteen cases had available pre-
operative neuroimages for the review of location and
size of the tumor, as well as other central nervous
system (CNS) signs of tuberous sclerosis complex.
Postoperative follow-up images were available in 17
patients. All the original slides of the 26 specimens
were retrieved from the surgical pathology archive
for diagnosis confirmation and detailed microscopic
review. Twenty-four specimens, including 22 pri-
mary and 2 recurrent tumors, had sufficient
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tumor tissues for
tissue microarray construction using MTA Booster
OI manual tissue arrayer (Alphelys, Plaisir, France).
Two tissue cores (core diameter: 2.0 mm) were
obtained from the tumor area in each case. For
comparison, tissue microarrays of a selection of brain
tumors, including histologic mimics (21 gemistocytic
astrocytomas and 24 gangliogliomas), tumors pre-
dominantly occurring at the ventricular system (50
ependymomas, 19 neurocytomas, and 7 subependy-
momas) and 134 astrocytomas (3 pleomorphic
xanthoastrocytomas, 45 diffuse astrocytomas, 46
anaplastic astrocytomas, and 40 glioblastomas), were
also constructed using the same method. In addition,
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded blocks of three
adult autopsy cases (age: 27, 38, and 53 years) and
three fetuses of spontaneous abortion (gestational
age: 9, 11, and 11 weeks) were studied to determine
the TTF-1 expression in the non-neoplastic brains.

Immunohistochemistry and Interpretation

Immunohistochemical stains were performed on
4-μm-thick paraffin sections using Leica Bond-Max
autostainer (Leica Microsystems, Germany). The auto-
mated program for immunohistochemistry included
deparaffinization using Bond Dewax Solution, antigen
retrieval with Bond ER2 solution (EDTA, pH 9) at
100 °C for 30min, incubation with primary antibodies
at room temperature for 15min, and visualization
using Bond Polymer Refine Detection kit. The follow-
ing primary antibodies were used, including anti-
TTF-1 (clone 8G7G3/1, 1:300 dilution, Dako, Denmark
and clone SPT24, 1:200, Leica Microsystems), anti-
glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP, clone GF2, 1:300,
Dako), anti-synaptophysin (clone SY38, 1:50, Leica
Microsystems), anti-neurofilament (clone 2F11, 1:100,
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Dako), and anti-NeuN (clone A60, 1:1000, Millipore,
USA). Immunohistochemistry for all the primary
antibodies were carried out on the tissue microarray
of subependymal giant cell astrocytoma. Both clones
of anti-TTF-1 were applied on the tissue microarrays
of other brain tumors and clone 8G7G3/1 was applied
on the non-neoplastic brain tissues.

The intensity of nuclear staining of TTF-1 was
scored and recorded. We screened all sections at × 40
low power field (×4 objective and ×10 ocular lenses)
under light microscope. A case without nuclear
staining was scored as negative. Those uncertain
for nuclear staining at × 40 field but with definite
nuclear staining at higher magnification were scored
as weak. Those with definite nuclear staining at × 40
field were scored as either moderate or strong,
depending on staining intensity.

DNA Extraction and Direct Sequencing of BRAF600

The representative tumor area with more than 70%
tumor cells was marked on one H&E slide of each
24 subependymal giant cell astrocytoma specimens.
The corresponding 10-μm-thick sections of for-
malin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues were
deparaffinized using xylene and washed in ethanol.
The selected tumor area was microdissected manu-
ally and subjected to DNA extraction using the
PicoPure DNA extraction kit (Arcturus/Applied
Biosystems, USA). The concentration of the
extracted DNA was quantified by Nanodrop 2000
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The DNA samples
were subjected for BRAF exon 15 analysis using

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and direct sequen-
cing method as previously described.20 The
sequencing data was analyzed using Mutation
Surveyor software (SoftGenetics, USA).

Results

Clinicoradiological Summary and Histologic Review

The 22 subependymal giant cell astrocytoma
patients were equally distributed in gender (male:
female = 1:1) with a mean age of 10.8 years (range:
8 months to 26 years). Nineteen cases with pre-
operative neuroimages showed 9 left ventricular
tumors, 7 right ventricular tumors, and 3 bilateral
ventricular tumors. All the tumors arose from the
region of caudothalamic groove. The tumor size
ranged from 1 to 7 cm (mean: 3.4 cm). Among these
patients, 19/22 (86.4%) had clinical evidence of
tuberous sclerosis complex. Four patients had two
operations. Two of them were due to residual tumors
(cases S15 and S20) after incomplete excisions,
whereas the other two were due to tumor recurrence
3 and 2 years after the first surgery (cases S1 and S10,
respectively). The clinical features, radiological
findings, and follow-up information of the patients
with subependymal giant cell astrocytoma are
summarized in Table 1.

For the microscopic review, all the subependymal
giant cell astrocytoma specimens, including 22
primary tumors, 2 second excisions of the residual
tumors, and 2 recurrent tumors, showed tumors
composed of three types of tumor cells in various

Table 1 Clinical and radiological summary of patients with subependymal giant cell astocytoma

No Age (years) Gender Site Location Size (cm) TSC CNS signs of TSC Radiological follow-up (years)

S1 6 M LVL CTG 6.2 − − RTS after second OP (11.7)
S2 7 F LVB CTG 4.9(R), 1.6(L) + T, SEN NRT (14.4)
S3 7 M NA NA NA NA NA NA
S4 7 F LVR CTG 7 + T, SEN NA
S5 11 F LVR CTG 1.2 + T, SEN NRT (0.7)
S6 12 M NA NA NA + T, SEN NA
S7 12 M LVL CTG 2 + T, SEN RTS (6.1)
S8 13 F LVR CTG NA + SEN NA
S9 12 M LVL CTG 5.4 + T, SEN RTS (0.3)
S10 6 M LVR CTG 3.5 + T, SEN NRT after second OP (11.5)
S11 8 M LVR CTG 2.2 + T, SEN NRT (5)
S12 26 F LVB CTG 1 (R), 1 (L) + T, SEN RTS (2.3)
S13 7 F NA NA NA + T, SEN NRT (0.2)
S14 9 M LVL CTG 2.4 + T, SEN NRT (0.3)
S15 16 F LVR CTG 3.9 + T, SEN NRT after second OP (7.1)
S16 11 M LVB CTG 2 (R), 2.7 (L) + T, SEN RTS (1)
S17 12 F LVL CTG 4.4 + T, SEN RTS (1.9)
S18 8 F LVL CTG 5.3 + T, SEN TR, 4.6 cm (5.4)
S19 0.7 F LVL CTG 2.5 + T, SEN NTR (4.4)
S20 15 M LVL CTG 3.8 − − RTS after second OP (3.8)
S21 9 M LVL CTG 4.1 − − NTR (4)
S22 22 F LVR CTG 2.3 + SEN NA

Abbreviations: CNS, central nervous system; LVL, lateral ventricle, left; LVB, lateral ventricle, bilateral; LVR, lateral ventricle, right; CTG,
caudothalamic groove; R, right; L, left; +, present; -, absent; NA, not available; T, cortical tubers; SEN, subependymal nodules; RTS, residual tumor
with stable condition; NRT, no residual or recurrent tumor; TR, tumor recurrence; OP, operation.
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proportions, including (i) gemistocyte-like cells with
plump, glassy cytoplasm, and eccentric nuclei
(Figures 1a and e), (ii) ganglion-like giant cells with
distinct nuclei and occasional bi- or multi-nucleation,

nuclear pseudoinclusion, and perimembranous
Nissl-like basophilic substance (Figure 2e), and (iii)
spindle cells (Figures 1b and d). The mitotic activity
was rare or absent. The histologic patterns are shown

Figure 1 Histological pictures of subependymal giant cell astrocytomas show chicken wire vessels and psammomatous calcification (a),
perivascular pseudorosettes (b), angiomatous pattern (c), mast cell infiltration (d), xanthoma cell aggregation (e), and tumor necrosis (f).
The tumors are composed of gemistocyte-like cells (a and e) and spindle cells (b and d) in various proportions. H&E. Original
magnification: × 100 in (a–c); × 200 in (d–f).
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in Figure 1, which includes: chicken wire vessels
(15/26 cases, 58%), perivascular pseudorosettes
(11/26, 42%), psammomatous calcification (10/26,
38%), angiomatous pattern (7/26, 27%), lymphocytic
infiltration (7/26, 27%), tumor necrosis (4/26, 15%),
mast cell infiltration (4/26, 15%), and xanthoma
cell aggregation (3/26, 12%). The histologic
patterns of the two residual tumors from second
excision were largely similar to the first specimens.
Of the recurrent tumors, necrosis was seen in both
primary and recurrent tumors of case S10, whereas
no atypical feature was noted for both tumors of
case S1.

Immmunohistochemical Results of Subependymal
Giant Cell Astrocytoma and Mimics

Among the 24 subependymal giant cell astrocytoma
specimens, including 22 primary and 2 recurrent
tumors, there were 13 (54%) reactive for GFAP, 5
(21%) reactive for synaptophysin, 5 (21%) reactive
for neurofilament, and none for NeuN. Unlike the
usual diffuse staining pattern in diffuse astrocyto-
mas, the staining pattern of GFAP in subependymal
giant cell astrocytoma was mostly focal (Figure 2c).
For cases non-reactive for GFAP, some entrapped
glial tissues were commonly found (Figure 2f). In
cases reactive for neurofilament or synaptophysin,
only scattered tumor cells were demonstrated by
these stains (Figures 2d and h). Staining for
GFAP highlighted more spindle cells, whereas
staining for neurofilament or synaptophysin

demonstrated mostly plump and epithelioid cells.
The immunohistochemical studies of the glial and
neuronal markers in subependymal giant cell
astrocytoma in the literature are summarized in
Table 2.

The results of immunohistochemistry for TTF-1
using two different clones of antibodies are
shown in Table 3. All 24 subependymal giant cell
astrocytomas showed diffuse nuclear expression of
TTF-1 with moderate to strong intensity (Figures 2b
and f; 3a). Neurocytomas were diffusely
positive for TTF-1 in 4/19 (21%) of cases using
clone 8G7G3/1 and in 9/19 (47%) of cases using
clone SPT24. The staining intensities were
mostly weak to moderate (Figure 3b). Astrocytomas,
gangliogliomas, ependymomas, and subepe-
ndymomas were all negative for TTF-1 (Figures
3c–f).

TTF-1 Expression in Non-Neoplastic Brain Tissues

TTF-1 expression was seen in the ependymal cells
and subependymal progenitor cells in the medial
ganglionic eminence in all three fetal brains
(Figure 4). The TTF-1 stained cells were morpholo-
gically indistinguishable to the unexpressed cells in
the other part of the periventricular germinal matrix.
The expression was also seen in the hypothalamus
and anterior part of the third ventricle. There was no
TTF-1 positive cell identified in the caudothalamic
groove in the three adult autopsy brains that we
studied.

Figure 2 The immunohistochemical study of case S8 (a–d) and case S21 (e–h). The ganglion-like giant cells is conspicuous in case S21 (e).
Both cases show diffuse moderate to strong nuclear expression of TTF-1 (b and f). The tumor cells are focally positive for GFAP in case S8
(c). In case S21, staining for GFAP demonstrates only the entrapped reactive glial tissue. The tumor cells are non-reactive for GFAP (g).
There are scattered tumor cells reactive for synaptophysin (d) or neurofilament (h). Original magnification: × 200.
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Mutation Status of BRAF600

The PCR was successfully carried out in 20 DNA
samples. The other 4 DNA samples failed for the
analysis were all from formalin-fixed paraffin-
embedded blocks of more than 10 years old,
which might not be feasible for PCR due to
DNA fragmentation. There was no mutation identi-
fied at the locus 600 of the BRAF gene in all the
20 samples, which included 18 tuberous sclerosis
complex and 2 non-tuberous sclerosis complex-
associated tumors.

Discussion

Subependymal giant cell astrocytoma is a renowned
tumor in association with tuberous sclerosis com-
plex. However, its peculiar name is not only a source
of confusion, but also reflects our lack of under-
standing of this tumor in many ways. First, the cell
origin of subependymal giant cell astrocytoma is so
far unknown. Although the name infers to its origin
of the ‘subependymal’ zone, which is a thin layer of
cells with stem cell-like features along the lateral
wall of lateral ventricles in the mammalian
brain,21,22 it cannot explain the preferential location

Table 2 Summary of immunohistochemical studies of subependymal giant cell astrocytoma in the literature

Publications Year n

Glial marker (%) Neuronal marker (%)

GFAP BLBP Synaptophysin Neurofilament NeuN Doublecortin β-tubulin III

Bonnin et al8 1984 22 19 (86) 6 (27)
Hirose et al9 1995 6 3 (50) 2 (33) 5 (83)
Lopes et al10 1996 20 19 (95) 8 (40) 17 (85)
Sharma et al1 2004 23 23 (100) 3 (13) 15 (65)
Ess et al11 2005 8 4 (50) 8 (100) 0 (0) 2 (25) 4 (50)
You et al12 2005 8 8 (100) 8 (100) 0 (0) 8 (100)
Buccoliero et al13 2009 9 9 (100) 8 (89) 8 (89)
Current studya 2016 24 13 (54) 5 (21) 5 (21) 0 (0)

Abbreviations: BLBP, brain lipid-binding protein; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein.
aTumor microarray materials were used in the current study, whereas whole tissue sections were used in the others.

Table 3 Immunohistochemical expression of TTF-1 (clones 8G7G3/1 and SPT24) in subependymal giant cell astrocytoma and other brain
tumors

8G7G3/1 SPT24

n + (%)

Intensity

+ (%)

Intensity

1 2 3 1 2 3

Subependymal giant cell astrocytoma 24 24 (100) 0 6 18 24 (100) 1 11 12

Neurocytoma 19 4 (21) 9 (47)
Central neurocytoma 12 1 2 0 4 2 0
Atypical neurocytoma 7 0 1 0 1 1 1

Astrocytoma 155 0 (0) 0 (0)
Gemistocytic astrocytoma 21 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Diffuse astrocytoma 45 0 0 0 0 0 0
Anaplastic astrocytoma 46 0 0 0 0 0 0
Glioblastoma 40 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ganglioglioma 24 0 (0) 0 (0)
Ganglioglioma 23 0 0 0 0 0 0
Anaplastic ganglioglioma 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ependymoma 50 0 (0) 0 (0)
Ependymoma 27 0 0 0 0 0 0
Anaplastic ependymoma 23 0 0 0 0 0 0

Subependymoma 7 0 (0) 0 0 0 0 (0) 0 0 0

Staining intensity: 1, weak; 2, moderate; 3, strong.
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of caudothalamic groove of subependymal giant cell
astrocytoma. Second, the term ‘giant cell’ is loosely
defined and is also used for the giant cells in
subependymal nodules as well as the dysplastic
neurons or giant eosinophilic cells in the cortical
tubers.9,10 Whether these tuberous sclerosis

complex-related CNS lesions morphologically
resemble the giant cells in subependymal giant cell
astrocytoma is because they arise from a common
origin or because they share a common genetic
alteration remains controversial.2,3,23 Finally, given
the immunohistochemical evidence of mixed

Figure 3 Immunohistochemistry for TTF-1 shows diffuse nuclear expression in subependymal giant cell tumor (a) and neurocytoma (b),
whereas no nuclear staining is demonstrated in gemistocytic astrocytoma (c), ganglioglioma (d), ependymoma (e), and subependymoma
(f). H&E; insets: TTF-1. Original magnification: × 200.
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glioneuronal differentiation of this tumor, the classi-
fication of subependymal giant cell astrocytoma as
an ‘astrocytoma’ may not be appropriate.1,8–13

In most of the subependymal giant cell astrocyto-
mas, the giant cell feature is fairly eye-catching.
However, the tumor is also composed of other cell
types, including gemistocyte-like cells and spindle
cells. The predominance of one cell type or the
mixture of different cell types in various proportions
would raise different differential diagnoses. The
main differential diagnoses include gemistocytic

astrocytoma when the gemistocyte-like cells are
predominant and ganglioglioma when there is a
mixture of ganglion-like giant cells and spindle cells.
The distinction between these tumors solely
depends on morphology as the conventional glial
and neuronal markers such as GFAP and synapto-
physin have little role in this setting. Furthermore,
occasional presence of atypical features in subepen-
dymal giant cell astrocytoma may cause confusion
with other higher-grade brain tumors. In this study,
tumor necrosis was seen in 4/26 (15%) of cases.

Figure 4 Proposed cell origins of TTF-1 positive brain tumors. The upper part of this diagram shows a sagittal section of a 9-week fetal
brain stained for TTF-1. The four photos in the second row show higher magnification of the corresponding areas in the whole-mount
photo. The TTF-1 expression is seen in the ependymal cells and subependymal progenitor cells in the medial ganglionic eminence
adjacent to the foramen of Monro as well as cells in the hypothalamus and the anterior part of the third ventricle. The TTF-1 positive and
TTF-1 negative periventricular germinal matrix cells are morphologically indistinguishable. We propose that subependymal giant cell
astrocytoma is derived from the TTF-1 positive progenitor cells in the medial ganglionic eminence. These cells may also give rise to the
TTF-1 positive neurocytoma. The other TTF-1 positive tumors, eg, pituicytoma, spindle cell oncocytoma, granular cell tumor of the sellar
region, and chordoid glioma of the third ventricle, are from either the hypothalamus/neurohypophysis or the anterior part of the third
ventricle.
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Although not present in our series, other atypical
features such as endothelial proliferation and
increased in mitotic activity have been well-
documented.1,6,7 However, none of these atypical
features are associated with an adverse outcome.
Therefore, one should take extra caution with
subependymal giant cell astrocytoma showing these
atypical features and not overdiagnose it as glioblas-
toma. In addition, perivascular pseudorosettes are
also very common in subependymal giant cell
astrocytoma. It occurred in 11/26 (42%) of our cases
and may need to be differentiated from an ependy-
moma. Immunohistochemistry for epithelial mem-
brane antigen may help distinguish these two
tumors. As the staining pattern in subependymal
giant cell astrocytoma is membranous and in focal
clusters,15 but dot-like and microluminal in an
ependymoma.

TTF-1 is a 38 kDa DNA-binding protein encoded
by a homeobox gene NKX2-1 located on chromo-
some 14q13.24 It has an important role in the
development of the thyroid, lung, ventral forebrain,
and pituitary gland.25,26 In pathological practice,
immunohistochemistry for TTF-1 is commonly used
as a linage-specific marker for tumors of thyroid or
lung origin.27 There are two different clones of anti-
TTF-1 antibody, 8G7G3/1 and SPT24, and the former
is believed to be more specific.28 In a large survey of
155 primary CNS tumors, none of them showed
TTF-1 expression using clone 8G7G3/1. In contrast,
TTF-1 expression using clone SPT24 was found in a
few cases, including anaplastic astrocytoma (1/13),
anaplastic oligodendroglioma (3/7), glioblastoma
(6/36), central neurocytoma (1/3), ependymoma
(1/12), and choroid plexus carcinoma (1/2).29 In
another report, patchy TTF-1 staining (ranging from
0.1 to 62.2% of nuclei) was noted in 14 out of 28
glioblastomas using clone SPT24, and none was
reactive using clone 8G7G3/1.30 Accordingly,
although focal staining could be seen using the less
specific clone SPT24, TTF-1 expression in the
primary CNS tumors was thought to be largely
negative using clone 8G7G3/1.

Recently, several distinct CNS tumors arising from
specific locations of the human brain have been
shown to express TTF-1, including pituicytoma,
spindle cell oncocytoma, granular cell tumor of the
sellar region, and chordoid glioma of the third
ventricle.31–34 In 2015, two groups independaently
reported diffuse TTF-1 expression in 4 and 7
subependymal giant cell astrocytomas.14,15 Follow-
ing these studies, we confirmed diffuse TTF-1
expression in all 24 subependymal giant cell astro-
cytoma specimens using two different clones of
antibodies. For the other brain tumors that we
studied, only neurocytomas showed TTF-1 expres-
sion, with a lower percentage using the more specific
clone 8G7G3/1 (4/19, 21%) compared with the less
specific clone SPT24 (9/19, 47%).

Through the embryological development of the
brain, TTF-1 expression has been demonstrated in

the neurohypophysis, the ventral hypothalamic area
spanning from the floor of the third ventricle to the
sulcus diencephalicus ventralis, and the floor of the
telencephalic vesicles restricted to the medial gang-
lionic eminence.25 Our study on three fetal brains
confirmed this finding. Medial ganglionic eminence
is a part of germinal matrix and a transient fetal
structure between the caudate nucleus and the
thalami during neurodevelopment.35 The majority
of progenitor cells in medial ganglionic eminence
express TTF-1, which controls migration and sorting
of interneurons to the striatum or cortex, and is
required for interneuron subtype specification.36,37
The structure would completely disappear before the
age of one. This may explain the absence of TTF-1
expressing cells in the caudothalamic groove in our
adult autopsy brains. In other areas of the brain,
TTF-1 expression have been reported strong in the
posterior pituitary gland and faint in the lamina
terminalis in both fetal and adult human brain
tissues.31,34 Similar expression patterns have also
been reported in rat brains.25,38,39

In a study on intraventricular lesions in 103
tuberous sclerosis complex patients, of which 22
had more than 4 years of neuroimaging follow-up, it
was concluded that although intraventricular lesions
occurred through the lateral ventricular wall, only
those located at the caudothalamic groove had the
potential to grow and all the resected lesions from
this location were pathologically proven as sube-
pendymal giant cell astrocytomas.2 Our neuroima-
ging review concurred with this result as all
subependymal giant cell astrocytomas including
three without clinical evidence of tuberous sclerosis
complex arose from the area of caudothalamic
groove. Coupling with the immunohistochemical
and radiological findings, we propose that subepen-
dymal giant cell astrocytoma arises from non-
disappearing TTF-1 positive progenitor cells of
medial ganglionic eminence in the caudothalamic
groove. The other TTF-1 positive brain tumors as
mentioned earlier are from either the hypothalamus/
neurohypophysis or the anterior third ventricle
(Figure 4). Tumors arising outside of these locations
are inevitably TTF-1 negative. In our comparison
study of histologic and locational mimics of sub-
ependymal giant cell astrocytoma, neurocytoma was
the only tumor showing TTF-1 expression in a
portion of the cases. The radiological review of our
neurocytomas, showing that all nine TTF-1 positive
neurocytomas had at least partial attachment to the
caudothalamic groove, whereas all the four neuro-
cytomas without any attachment to this region were
TTF-1 negative, aligned with this observation.
Neurocytoma arising from this region may also
originate from progenitor cells of medial ganglionic
eminence and obtain TTF-1 expression; however,
the histomorphology of neurocytoma is substantially
different and unlikely to be confused with subepen-
dymal giant cell astrocytoma. Although all ependy-
momas in our series were TTF-1 negative, others
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have reported two ependymomas arising from the
third ventricle, which express TTF-1 using the more
specific clone 8G7G3/1.40 A study of one cortical
tuber, a tuberous sclerosis complex-associated
hamartomatous brain lesion comprising dysplastic
neurons and giant eosinophilic cells, showed
absence of TTF-1 expression and suggested a
possibly different cell origin from subependymal
giant cell astrocytoma despite the morphological
similarity.14

The BRAFV600E mutation was first reported in 1
out of 3 subependymal giant cell astrocytomas in a
large molecular survey of primary CNS tumors.16
The mutated tumor was from the temporal lobe of a
59 year-old male without clinical features of tuber-
ous sclerosis complex and the recurrent tumor at the
same location was an ependymoma. In another
study, a significant portion (6/14, 42.9%) of sub-
ependymal giant cell astrocytomas harboring
BRAFV600E mutation was found using direct sequen-
cing method.19 This mutation was not demonstrated
in the 20 TTF-1 positive subependymal giant cell
astrocytomas that we studied. The mutation status of
BRAF gene in subependymal giant cell astrocytoma
remains to be clarified in further studies.

In conclusion, TTF-1 is a useful marker in
distinguishing subependymal giant cell astrocytoma
from its histologic mimics, in particular gemistocytic
astrocytoma and ganglioglioma. Neurocytoma is the
other tumor frequently reactive for TTF-1 in the
ventricular system. On the basis of the expression of
TTF-1 in medial ganglionic eminence of the fetal
brains and the radiological evidence of all subepen-
dymal giant cell astrocytomas arising from the region
of caudothalamic groove, we propose that the
progenitor cells capable of glial and neuronal
differentiation in this area are the cell origin of
subependymal giant cell astrocytoma. There was no
BRAFV600E mutation identified in the 20 subependy-
mal giant cell astrocytomas that we studied.
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